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Introduction
- The present document includes images of WIP pitch deck slides.
- Rationale and references for each slide on our official deck.

Team responsibilities
- Josh will build a lo-fi iteration of the pitch deck, write speaker notes and present
- Juan will produce the demo video and post-investment roadmap (leading up to, and

immediately following product launch).
- Matt will provide thematic artwork for the product and pitch deck
- Luis will provide the required UX deliverables and key user research points for the

speaker notes.
- Oli will source literature and citations to rationalise pitch design choices

Key product features
- Binaural sound
- ASMR narration
- Branching narrative
- Interactive retelling of Brother’s Grimm fairy tales
- Inclusive design

Presentation objectives
- Engage investors: sell the team as well as the product
- Make a case for Brother’s Grimm literature being marketable/appealing to a

contemporary audience
- Make a case for gamebooks and branching narratives being marketable/appealing to

a contemporary audience
- Unveil prototype demo (gameplay footage)
- Show an awareness of market risks
- Show that we know how to not get sued
- Demonstrate that our narrative branches are ‘meaningful choices’, as requested in

preliminary user research
- Showcase our personas/knowledge of our audience
- Describe the use cases for our product, as revealed in user research
- Request funds for delivering and marketing our product
- Offer investors a stake in the business
- Show a breakdown of our pre- and post-launch road maps
- Describe our plan for making RoI

Tone of presentation
- Conversational. Comfort relays confidence.
- Single presenter to suggest an intimate conversation with investors. Supplemental to

the theme of ASMR (without making gross mouth noises)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hOXAMF0MX26hl8N83fey4EIKmU4NCvUcqHPG6RcfLU0/edit
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- Some room for humour, but in keeping with the serious/mature tone of the product.
Sensible chuckles over crude humour.

- Direct where appropriate: set clear expectations for the investors' involvement.

Aesthetic considerations
- To be consistent with the WitW product itself
- Thematically reminiscent of classic literature: connotations of leather bound books,

gold embossed.
- Section divider slides are currently: slides 3, 4, 8, 12, 14 & 19. This is set to change

as new slides are added for the final iteration.
- Section divider artwork is reminiscent of flourished drop cap initials in historic

manuscripts.
- Classic serif typeface for body text as a continuation of the printed literature

aesthetic.
- Dark backgrounds to mirror the dark storytelling.
- Red accents to mirror the product design

Speaker’s notes

Figure 1: page one of analog speaker’s notes.
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Figure 2: page two of analog speaker’s notes.

A comment on the speaker’s notes
“I decided to write my speaker notes on paper for two reasons. The first is that I visualised
what I wanted to communicate and how I wanted to communicate it as I wrote the notes.
Essentially I treated the process of writing the speaker notes as a rapid ideation activity.

The second is that I wanted to have a physical copy of my notes in front of me as I recorded
the presentation. This was something I acquired from the week 4 webinar content, from Sam
Lanyon’s talk about pitching (2021), where he discusses talking chalk to a pitch to write the
notes on the floor.

I felt that having physical notes offered an element of realism to the assignment. If I were
pitching our product to investors in person, I’d want to be engaged and attentive to their
non-verbal cues. I feel that it would be easier to achieve whilst occasionally glancing down at
a spread of notes, instead of scrolling through slides with appended notes on a computer
screen.”
– Josh
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Introduction bibliography
● Lanyon, S. (2021) About Pitching. [online] Falmouth University. Available at:

https://flex.falmouth.ac.uk/courses/913/pages/week-4-sam-lanyon-from-concept-shed
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://flex.falmouth.ac.uk/courses/913/pages/week-4-sam-lanyon-from-concept-shed
https://flex.falmouth.ac.uk/courses/913/pages/week-4-sam-lanyon-from-concept-shed
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Slide 1 - Title page

Summary of slide
- The heading/intro slide. The look & feel of all the slides are consistent with the look &

feel of the actual product for more cohesion.

- Justification for the current visual design choices:

“Our visuals are heavily inspired by vintage fairytale books covers from the likes of ‘Fairy
Gold - A book of Old English Fairy Tales by Ernest Rhys (C.1920), ‘The Old Fairy Tales by
James Mason’ (1873) and more contemporary variations like ‘Grimm's Complete Fairy Tales
by Grimm Brothers’ (2021). They all exhibit a distinctive handcrafted graphic finish that hints
towards much darker and ominous elements of storytelling found in the old children's fairy
tale stories.

Our colour palette is minimalistic, not only because we want to stay close to the
aforementioned vintage book finishes (technical limitations of the time), but also because
due to the complex nature of the hand painted illustrations featured in the project a broad
colour palette would make the visuals less impactful. By having a limited assortment of
colours we can make decisions on which elements of the design we want to make more
prominent and relevant.

Font selection was made based on accessibility (readability). The fonts are from a modern
vector based, and open-source design selection, ready for online and mobile display. There
are two main fonts that we used; Maragsa (2020) which we use as the title font, inspired by
the hand made vintage fonts with a modern twist, and Arial Nova (2021), an accessible and
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widely recognizable design from the well known Arial Font Family.”
– Matt

Summary of spoken aspect
- realWORKS EPIC openings (enrol, promise, investment, credibility) (Hardwick, 2020)

- Enrol: ask investors if they enjoyed gamebooks in their youth, tabletop rpgs,
read to as children? If yes, we already have something in common.

- Promise/investment: “I’ve got something really cool to show you”

changes for final iteration
- Current recording may alienate investors if they didn’t enjoy gamebooks / enjoy

RPGs / were read to. Consider appending: “and if you didn’t answer yes to any of
those questions… well, I’ve still got something really cool to show you.”

- Add the latest iteration of ‘book cover’ graphic.
- Ensure the title font aligns with our style guide.
- Add copyright statement footnote.

Slide 1 bibliography
● Hardwick, G. (2020) Audience Engagement - EPIC Openings. [online] RealWORKS.

https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/27a0ce73-eb77-4d22-bcce-5cb97d7e6db7
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Maza, J.D. (2020), ‘Maragsâ Typeface’, [online] Available at:
https://www.behance.net/gallery/96690897/Maragsa-a-display-typeface-FREE
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Microsoft (2021), ‘Arial Nova’ [online] Available at: www.microsoft.com,
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/arial-nova/9ns5ct1mz7m8#activetab=pivot:overvie
wtab [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Rhys, E. (1913?) ‘Fairy Gold: A Book of Old English Fairy Tale. Internet Archive
[online], Available at: https://archive.org/details/fairygoldbookofo00rhysuoft [accessed
18 Aug 2021].

● The Brothers Grimm (n.d.) Grimm’s Complete Fairy Tales. [online] JuniperBooks.
Available at:
https://www.juniperbooks.com/products/grimms-complete-fairy-tales-by-grimm-brothe
rs-cc [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● White, M. (2020), ‘Making Your Mark: Book Traces in Nineteenth-Century Children’s
Books’, [online] Available at:
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/engl479/2020/02/14/the-old-fairy-tales-by-ja
mes-mason/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/27a0ce73-eb77-4d22-bcce-5cb97d7e6db7
https://www.behance.net/gallery/96690897/Maragsa-a-display-typeface-FREE
http://www.microsoft.com
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/arial-nova/9ns5ct1mz7m8#activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/arial-nova/9ns5ct1mz7m8#activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://archive.org/details/fairygoldbookofo00rhysuoft
https://www.juniperbooks.com/products/grimms-complete-fairy-tales-by-grimm-brothers-cc
https://www.juniperbooks.com/products/grimms-complete-fairy-tales-by-grimm-brothers-cc
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/engl479/2020/02/14/the-old-fairy-tales-by-james-mason/
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/engl479/2020/02/14/the-old-fairy-tales-by-james-mason/
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Slide 2 - Team introduction

Summary of slide
- One of the most important slides: ‘introduce the team’. This is what the investors

ultimately invest in (Cremades, n.d.).
- We list some abilities so the investors can get a clear idea of who’s doing what, but

we also show a humorous side (we don’t take ourselves too seriously, and are fun to
work with, after all)

Summary of spoken aspect
- RealWORKS EPIC openings: credibility (Hardwick, 2020)
- Introduce speaker (JB) as team leader and project manager to suggest authority

figure is making the pitch (citation needed)
- Introduce other team members, and their corresponding expertises

Changes for final iteration
-

Slide 2 bibliography
● Cremades, A. (n.d.) How to Position the Team in a Pitch Deck. [online] Alejandro

Cremades. Available at:
https://alejandrocremades.com/how-to-position-the-team-in-a-pitch-deck/ [accessed
16 Aug 2021].

● Hardwick, G. (2020) Audience Engagement - EPIC Openings. [online] RealWORKS.
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/27a0ce73-eb77-4d22-bcce-5cb97d7e6db7
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://alejandrocremades.com/how-to-position-the-team-in-a-pitch-deck/
https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/27a0ce73-eb77-4d22-bcce-5cb97d7e6db7
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Slide 3 - Introducing the concept

Summary of slide
- Reinstate thematic styling with prominent typeface and artwork
- Image content supports the product’s wilderness setting by suggesting forest flora

and fauna
- Introduces the next section of the pitch
- Section divider slides act as touch points (Qualtrics, 2021)

- Consider the investor’s experience as a user journey.
- Each section of content is a flow in that journey.
- Divider slides denote the end of one section and the start of the next
-   ”Customer touchpoints are the various moments at which a customer will

directly, or indirectly, come into contact with your brand. These touchpoints
make up the customer journey, and are key to influencing the customer
experience.”

- Fox emblem is a nod to exposition in ‘Genesis’ (introduction) passage - protagonist
locks the cabin door with a heavy chain to prevent wildlife from getting into their
home.

- “You hoist the heavy chain over your door frame, lock it, and pocket your brass key. You give
the chain a quick rattle. It’s not going anywhere. Good. Last time you forgot to lock up, a family
of foxes found their way in and made your bed their home. Even with all the lavender you
spread, everything still smells foxy.“

Summary of spoken aspect
- Read the section title
- No other ad libbing

- keep momentum through the pitch content
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Changes for final iteration
-

Slide 3 bibliography
● Anon. (2021) Understanding Customer Journey Touchpoints [online]. Qualtrics.

Available at:
https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/experience-management/customer/customer-journey-to
uchpoints/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/experience-management/customer/customer-journey-touchpoints/
https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/experience-management/customer/customer-journey-touchpoints/
https://www.qualtrics.com/uk/experience-management/customer/customer-journey-touchpoints/
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Slide 4 - Introduce our product

Summary of slide
- Introduce the banner definition of our product.
- Applying the “rule of three” for memorability (Clark, 2019)
- GRIMM in block caps and a different colour for emphasis. Leveraging the pun of the

original authors’ surname and Grim (gloomy/forbidding).
- Insect with wings spread nods to the use of insect sounds in our binaural forest

soundscapes.

Summary of spoken aspect
- “Describe the product with handles” (something to hold on to)

- Imagine CYOA digital gamebook for mobiles, retelling Brothers Grimm fairy
tales, with ASMR twist.

Changes for final iteration
- Consider splitting “Binaural”, “Branching”, “GRIMM Narrative” across three slides, to

convey the importance of each aspect in isolation.

Slide 4 bibliography
● Clark, B. (2019) How to Use the ‘Rule of Three’ to Create Engaging Content. [online]

Copyblogger. Available at: https://copyblogger.com/rule-of-three/ [accessed 18 Aug
2021].

https://copyblogger.com/rule-of-three/
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Slide 5 - An example of hi-fi recording equipment

Summary of slide
- Provide an example of high-fidelity binaural recording equipment, demonstrating how

expensive it is.
- Provide an academic citation to define ASMR.

Summary of spoken aspect
- Academic definition of binaural technique
- Paraphrase ASMR definition
- Acknowledge how expensive binaural recording equipment can be

- But we’ve been able to produce binaural sound a minimal cost using Unity
audio spatializer (UAS) SDK  (Unity Technologies, 2020)

Changes for final iteration
- Discuss how UAS reduces time cost over time.

- No need to record new soundscapes - libraries of spatial sound can be
acquired over time, sounds can be remixed to produce new ‘environments’ for
future projects.

Slide 5 bibliography
● Anon. (2020) Audio Spatializer SDK. Unity Technologies. [online] Available at:

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/AudioSpatializerSDK.html [accessed 18 Aug 2021]

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/AudioSpatializerSDK.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/AudioSpatializerSDK.html
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● Anon. (2021) Neumann KU 100 Dummy Head with Binaural Stereo Microphone.
[online] Gears4Music. Available at:
https://www.gear4music.com/Recording-and-Computers/Neumann-KU-100-Dummy-Hea
d-with-Binaural-Stereo-Microphone/1BGY [accessed 18 Aug 2021]

● Fredbord, B.K., Clark, J.M., Smith, S.D. (2018) Mindfulness and Autonomous
Sensory Meridian Response (ASMR). PeerJ.

● Hammershøi D., Møller H. (2005) Binaural Technique — Basic Methods for
Recording, Synthesis, and Reproduction. In: Blauert J. (eds) Communication
Acoustics. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg. Available at:
https://doi.org/10.1007/3-540-27437-5_9 [accessed 18 Aug 2021]

https://www.gear4music.com/Recording-and-Computers/Neumann-KU-100-Dummy-Head-with-Binaural-Stereo-Microphone/1BGY
https://www.gear4music.com/Recording-and-Computers/Neumann-KU-100-Dummy-Head-with-Binaural-Stereo-Microphone/1BGY
https://doi.org/10.1007/3-540-27437-5_9
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Slide 6 - Introduce comparable media

Summary of slide
- Collage of comparable media
- Avoiding on-screen text to draw the eye
- Focus on speaker

Summary of spoken aspect
- Rationalise transforming classic literature

- low legal risk due to the original stories being in the public domain (Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988).

- People still want to hear this stories (Howlett et al., 1988)
- Profit of Gretel and hansel film (Box Office Mojo, 2021)
- Mixed reviews, niche (horror) audience, still grossed $22m worldwide from a

$5m budget.
- Rationalise digitising gamebooks

- Fighting Fantasy (Livingston et al, 1982) Still producing audiobooks after
almost 40 years.

- Acquired by scholastic in 2017, most recent books in 2020 (Reilly, 2017)
- clearly still a market for this kind of literature

- Further rationale for branching narratives
- Telltale games defined a business model and genre out of branching narrative

games.
- The Walking Dead (Telltale Games, 2012) - Metacritic score of 94 (Metacritic,

2021); 8.5 million copies sold across all platforms (Martin, 2013).
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- Telltale Games defunct in 2018, acquired by LCG entertainment in 2019
(Wood, 2019).

- Telltale website still has an extremely active forum (‘Telltale Community,’
2021)

- Steven Soderberg making a “mysterious” branching narrative project at HBO
(Nordine, 2017)

Changes for final iteration
- Consider moving each example to a separate slide
- Add metrics for telltale games forum activity (instead of anecdotally)

Slide 6 bibliography
● Box Office Mojo. (2021) Gretel & Hansel [online] Available at:

https://www.boxofficemojo.com/release/rl3842541057/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].
● Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. Available at:

https://copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/uk_law_summary [accessed 18 Aug 2021].
● Gretel & Hansel (2020) Directed by Oz Perkins [Film]. United Artists Releasing
● Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunters (2013) Directed by Tommy Wirkola [Film]. Paramount

Pictures
● Howlett, E. C., Aldrich, K., Diamant, B., Myers, M., Hanson, L. K., Ryan, T. K., Hook,

P. (1988) Booksearch: Abridgements and Retellings of Classics. The English Journal
Vol. 77, No. 8. Pp. 72-74

● Livingston, I., Jackson, S. (1982) Fighting Fantasy. Puffin. Available at:
https://www.fightingfantasy.com/ff-gamebooks [accessed 18 Aug 2021]

● Martin, L. (2013) The Walking Dead Game Sells 8.5 Million. [online] Digital Spy
Available at:
http://www.digitalspy.com/videogames/a448947/the-walking-dead-sells-85-million-epi
sodes-25-of-sales-on-mobile/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Metacritic (2012) The Walking Dead: A Telltale Game Series. [online] Available at:
https://www.metacritic.com/game/playstation-3/the-walking-dead-a-telltale-games-ser
ies [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Nordine, M. (2017) ‘Mosaic’: Steven Soderbergh Reveals Plot Details About His
Mysterious ‘Branching Narrative’ Project at HBO. [online] IndieWire. Available at:
https://www.indiewire.com/2017/08/mosaic-steven-soderbergh-plot-branching-narrati
ve-hbo-1201868064/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Reilly, M. (2017) Scholastic to relaunch Fighting Fantasy. [online] gamebooknews.
Available at:
https://gamebooknews.com/2017/03/27/scholastic-to-relaunch-fighting-fantasy/
[accessed 18 Aug 2021]

● Snow White and the Huntsman (2012) Directed by Rupert Sanders [Film]. Universal
Pictures

https://www.boxofficemojo.com/release/rl3842541057/
https://www.boxofficemojo.com/release/rl3842541057/
https://copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/uk_law_summary
https://copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/uk_law_summary
https://www.fightingfantasy.com/ff-gamebooks
http://www.digitalspy.com/videogames/a448947/the-walking-dead-sells-85-million-episodes-25-of-sales-on-mobile/
http://www.digitalspy.com/videogames/a448947/the-walking-dead-sells-85-million-episodes-25-of-sales-on-mobile/
http://www.digitalspy.com/videogames/a448947/the-walking-dead-sells-85-million-episodes-25-of-sales-on-mobile/
https://www.metacritic.com/game/playstation-3/the-walking-dead-a-telltale-games-series
https://www.metacritic.com/game/playstation-3/the-walking-dead-a-telltale-games-series
https://www.metacritic.com/game/playstation-3/the-walking-dead-a-telltale-games-series
https://www.indiewire.com/2017/08/mosaic-steven-soderbergh-plot-branching-narrative-hbo-1201868064/
https://www.indiewire.com/2017/08/mosaic-steven-soderbergh-plot-branching-narrative-hbo-1201868064/
https://www.indiewire.com/2017/08/mosaic-steven-soderbergh-plot-branching-narrative-hbo-1201868064/
https://gamebooknews.com/2017/03/27/scholastic-to-relaunch-fighting-fantasy/
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● ‘Telltale Community’. 2021. Telltale Community [online]. Available at:
https://community.telltale.com/categories [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Telltale Games. (2012) The Walking Dead. (Video Game) (PC, PlayStation, Xbox)
Telltale Games.

● The Brothers Grimm (2005) Directed by Terry Gilliam [Film]. Dimension Films
● Wood, A. (2019) Telltale Games has been acquired by a new company, so series like

The Wolf Among Us could return. [online] gamesradar. Available at:
https://www.gamesradar.com/uk/telltale-games-has-been-acquired-by-a-new-compan
y-so-series-like-the-wolf-among-us-could-return/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://community.telltale.com/categories
https://community.telltale.com/categories
https://www.gamesradar.com/uk/telltale-games-has-been-acquired-by-a-new-company-so-series-like-the-wolf-among-us-could-return/
https://www.gamesradar.com/uk/telltale-games-has-been-acquired-by-a-new-company-so-series-like-the-wolf-among-us-could-return/
https://www.gamesradar.com/uk/telltale-games-has-been-acquired-by-a-new-company-so-series-like-the-wolf-among-us-could-return/
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Slide 7 - Demo footage

Summary of slide
- Demo footage inserted here

- Clips #2 and #3 from demo video

Summary of spoken aspect
- Remind investors that binaural audio is best experienced with headphones, and if

they aren’t wearing any now they should pause the presentation and get some.
- Re-enroll investors, in case their attention has wavered
- Ensure the product is being showcased most effectively

Changes for final iteration
- Awaiting final cut of demo video

Slide 7 bibliography
None
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Slide 8 - Our market

Summary of slide
- Introduce the ‘knowing our market’ section.
- See slide 3 plan for rationale on section dividers
- Moth emblem for connotations of nightfall / rising moon.

- Thematic parallels to the progression of WitW; going further into the forest
reveals more ominous/occult activity

Summary of spoken aspect
- Read the section title
- No other ad libbing

- keep momentum through the pitch content

Changes for final iteration
-

Slide 8 bibliography
None
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Slide 9 - Players’ decision-making

Summary of slide
- Full Austen Gosling quote to supplement spoken points
- Bandersnatch and CYOA visual cues for Netflix / Chooseco lawsuit

Summary of spoken aspect
- Demonstrate due diligence by acknowledging Netflix / Chooseco lawsuit over

“Choose your own adventure” trademark infringement (Chooseco Llc v. Netflix, Inc.,
[2020]).

- We use “branching Grimm narrative” to avoid using CYOA in a commercial
context.

- Acknowledge Bandersnatch (2018) criticism of “cleverly disguised straight line with
three or four distinctive forks” and “choices leads to a staccato pacing” (Goslin, 2018)

- Suggest that our product avoids linear storytelling by retelling multiple
fairytales at once. segue to next slide

Changes for final iteration
-

Slide 9 bibliography
● Black Mirror: Bandersnatch (2018) Directed by David Slade [Film]. Netflix
● Chooseco Llc v. Netflix, Inc. [2020] 2:19-cv-08
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● Goslin, A. (2018) Black Mirror: Bandersnatch is fun, but doesn’t quite work as a
movie or a game. [online] Polygon. Available at:
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-int
eractive-film-game [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-interactive-film-game
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-interactive-film-game
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-interactive-film-game
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Slide 10 - A discussion of branching narrative

Summary of slide
- Artwork for ‘the signpost’ encounter passage.

- Current image is a quick placeholder. Matt to provide final artwork
- artwork to depict a signpost with two boards; one decayed and illegible, one

made of gingerbread that clearly reads ‘to town’.

Summary of spoken aspect
- Demonstrate our use of multiple intertwined fairy tales to avoid Bandersnatch’s flaw

of being a disguised linear storyline (Goslin, 2018)
- Avoid spoilers as best as possible
- Summarise ‘the signpost’ encounter passage.

- The two paths will lead the user into different fairy tale story lines (Hansel and
Gretel or Little red riding hood.

- Cassie phillipps, Pocket Gems, GDC talk, 21:28 (GDC, 2019)
- Pocket Gems create a single plotline, then add branches off it. This can result

in storylines that feel too linear (branching choices don’t feel that they have
consequences).

- when they added premium (paid) choices, users felt that they weren’t getting
access to the best storylines. Our research revealed pay-to-experience
storylines (i.e. DLC expansions) to be frustrating for users.

Changes for final iteration
- Awaiting finalised artwork
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- Mention intertwined fairy tales also offering more replayability (i.e. to hear all stories).

Slide 10 bibliography
● GDC (2019) All Choice No Consequence: Efficiently Branching Narrative. [Online

Video] Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEa9aSDHawA&t=1288s
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Goslin, A. (2018) Black Mirror: Bandersnatch is fun, but doesn’t quite work as a
movie or a game. [online] Polygon. Available at:
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-int
eractive-film-game [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEa9aSDHawA&t=1288s
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-interactive-film-game
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-interactive-film-game
https://www.polygon.com/2018/12/28/18159087/netflix-black-mirror-bandersnatch-interactive-film-game
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Slide 11 - Persona

Summary of slide
● ‘Michelle Baker’ persona informed by user research:

- Our interviews led us to people with similar goals, motivations and behaviours
- A survey confirmed this information & helped us identify demographics

(Ponto, 2015)
- Our persona is a summary of our research findings and key demographics

(Interaction Design Foundation)
● List the three kinds of engagement

Summary of spoken aspect
- Encourage investors to pause the video and review the full persona at their leisure

- Maintain momentum, avoid reading from the screen and sacrificing
engagement

- Briefly summarise common traits in our audience,
- Mature teen to mid-thirties
- Readersre
- Consumers of creative audio media (audiobooks, podcasts)
- Enjoy gamebooks as kids (or are currently enjoying them)
- seeking gamebook nostalgia

- Research revealed three kinds of engagement
- immersed engagement: content has users full attention (I.e. sitting down to

play a game)
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- varying engagement: content has users attention while they do something
simultaneously (i.e. commuting, working out, chores)

- passive engagement: (using the content as background noise to reduce
distractions, or falling asleep)

Changes for final iteration
- Thematic styling for persona deliverable

Slide 11 bibliography

● Anon (n.d.) Creating personas from user research results [online]. Available from:
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/creating-personas-from-user-rese
arch-results [accessed 18 August 2021].

● Ponto, J. (2015) Understanding and evaluating survey research [online]. Available
from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4601897/ [accessed 18 August
2021].
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Slide 12 - Introduction to our wireframes

Summary of slide
- Introduce the ‘knowing our market’ section.
- See slide 3 plan for rationale on section dividers
- Skull design is thematically relevant

- symbolic of grizzly endings, of which our product has many.

Summary of spoken aspect
- Read the section title
- No other ad libbing

- keep momentum through the pitch content

Changes for final iteration
-

Slide 12 bibliography
None
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Slide 13 - Key wireframes

Summary of slide
- Key wireframes to convey what investors should expect from the product at launch
- Specific attention to accessibility features to demonstrate our inclusive design

approach

Summary of spoken aspect
- Demonstrate considerations for an array of accessibility requirements

- Language barrier
- subtitles

- Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear
NHS Foundation Trust, 2019)

- Variable playback
- Unilateral hearing loss (NHS, 2020)

- Audio panning
- Bilateral hearing loss (NHS, 2020)

- Full passages on screen in text format
- Mild to total visual impairment (NHS, 2018)

- Full story narration
- Colour blindness (NHS, 2019)

- High-contrast colour palette, colour blind modes
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Changes for final iteration
- Present an awareness of assistive technology.

- Compatibility with braille displays. Individuals with visual and hearing
impairment can still have an engaging experience of the product, despite the
core features being audiovisual by nature (‘Deafblindness - Symptoms’ 2018).

- Other assistive technology for motor impairment.
- The final product won’t solely rely on a ‘tinder’ swipe interaction for navigating

the story. (Asuncion, 2015).

Slide 13 bibliography
● Asuncion, J. (2015) Why Implementing Swipe Gestures Cause A Mobile Accessibility

Issue. [online] LinkedIn. Available at:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-implementing-swipe-gestures-causes-mobile-iss
ue-jennison-asuncion/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Cumbria, Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust. (2019) Mild
Cognitive Impairment (MCI) - Patient Information Leaflet. [online] Available at:
https://www.cntw.nhs.uk/resource-library/mild-cognitive-impairment/ [accessed 18
Aug 2021].

● NHS. (2018) Blindness and Vision Loss. [online] Available at:
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/vision-loss/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● NHS. (2018) Deafblindness - Symptoms. Available at:
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/deafblindness/symptoms/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● NHS. (2019) Colour Vision Deficiency (Colour Blindness). [online] Available at:
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● NHS. (2020) Unilateral Hearing Loss. [online] Available at:
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Slide 14 - A plea for investment

Summary of slide
- Introduce the ‘A plea for investment’ section.
- See slide 3 plan for rationale on section dividers

Summary of spoken aspect
- Read the section title
- No other ad libbing

- keep momentum through the pitch content

Changes for final iteration
- Awaiting final artwork

- The final iteration will depict a red apple, a key object in both Little Red Riding
Hood and Snow White storylines.

- ‘Apple’ scenes are pivotal in the storylines; where everything could go bad.
Likewise, the ‘plea for investment’ section is a pivotal point in the pitch.

Slide 14 bibliography
None
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Slide 15 - Investment details

Summary of slide
- Bullet point list of proposed investment terms

- This slide will be a valuable resource when debating investors’ buy-in
immediately after the presentation

- Costs (fees, commission) can add up and eat returns (Fontinelle, 2021) -
laying out here and over the next few slides what their money will buy should
help to ease any concerns they have

Summary of spoken aspect
- “Down to brass tacks”

- Signify a coming change of tone. Convey confidence in the business model
and affirm clear expectations of investors' involvement in the project.

- Affirm each term in the order they appear. Make demands (respectfully)

Changes for final iteration
- “Any further” suggests uncertainty about the production of future products. This could

be a deal breaker for investors because their return on investment (RoI) relies on
paid products entering the market.
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Slide 15 bibliography
● Fontinelle, A. (2021) 5 Things Amateur Investors Say Too Often.

Investopedia.[online] Available at:
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/basics/08/investment-verbal-blunders.asp
[accessed 8 Aug 2021]

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/basics/08/investment-verbal-blunders.asp
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Slide 16 - 4-month production plan

Summary of slide
- Brief snapshot of 4-month production plan

- Based on our own experiences and established industry practices
(Kramarzewski et al, 2018)

- More details and a comprehensive breakdown of costs are available on
request.

Summary of spoken aspect
- Pre-production entailed:

- Building the story, based off of a variety of Grimm fairy-tales
- Delivering initial draft content
- Present prototypes in front of an audience for validation

- Production is ready to begin, hence this call for investment.
- Production will entail:

- Delivery of industry-quality voice narration, sound effects, music, artwork and
programming

- Programming/ Artwork will be handled in house
- Juan/ Oli have 27 years of programing between them
- Maciej is a visual artist

- All other functions will be outsourced
- Voice narration will be handled by a third-party voice actor sourced through

BunnyStudio (2012) - Tony Harris has been shortlisted as a potential
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candidate, priced at £1750 per 10,000 words which is roughly the length of
our script

- Music and sound effects will consist of royalty free sounds from Epidemic
Sound (2009) for £39 a month for one month - Juan will handle the audio
mixing due to background as a professional musician

- Testing will initially be done by our core team, and playtesting will then be
conducted by Luis in partnership with Falmouth university Games Academy,
using free volunteers.

- Additional non-production tasks during this period include:
- Marketing and promotional material - Maciej will work on this during months 3

and 4
- Josh and Luis will confirm dates for marketing events during months 3 and 4
- Juan will create a website and help boost our online presence by automating

some of our social media channels (Knezovic, 2020)

Changes for final iteration
- Awaiting thematic typeface and styling

Slide 16 bibliography
● BunnyStudio (2012) Available at: https://bunnystudio.com/ [accessed 18 Aug 2021]
● Epidemic Sound (2009) Available at: https://www.epidemicsound.com/ [accessed 18

Aug 2021]
● Knezovic, A. (2020) Mobile Game Launch Strategy: How to Launch Your Game?

[online] udonis.  Available at:
https://www.blog.udonis.co/mobile-marketing/mobile-games/mobile-game-launch-stra
tegy [accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Kramarzewski, A., Nucci, E. (2018) Practical Game Design. Packt Publishing.
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https://www.epidemicsound.com/
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Slide 17 - The launch date

Summary of slide
- This is the launch date if we get funding *today*
- Launch date is an important milestone to show (Katkoff, 2020). Give it its own slide,

instead of being hidden in the Gantt charts.

Summary of spoken aspect
- Reiterate slide 14 - product will launch to mobile app stores in December 2021.
- No other ad libbing - in keeping with the direct tone of the section.

Changes for final iteration
- awaiting thematic typeface and styling

Slide 17 bibliography
● Katkoff, M. (2020). ‘6 Steps to Pitch Perfect’. ironSource LevelUp [online]. Available

at: https://medium.com/ironsource-levelup/6-steps-to-pitch-perfect-1faed1b8a747
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

https://medium.com/ironsource-levelup/6-steps-to-pitch-perfect-1faed1b8a747
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Slide 18 - 4-month post-launch plan

Summary of slide
- Brief snapshot of the 4-month post-launch plan:

Summary of spoken aspect
- Josh and Luis will conduct these activities
- Juan, Maciej and Oli will remain on retainer to work on content correction, bonus

content and seasonal content additions in the run up to holidays, e.g. Halloween
- Post-launch marketing activities will take advantage of radio, podcast, book-reading

evenings at bookstores, both chain and independent (Kaye, 2019). Radio and
podcast works especially well for audiobooks, as you can share soundbites over a
medium which is already sound-focused (Penn, 2020).

- During this total 8-month period, the team will work for free and the majority of
funding will be spent on production, focusing on voice narration and audio - identified
to have the largest impact on the product

- Support staff will be hired on freelance as needed - costing £16,000, based
on a day rate of £100 across 160 business days

- Support staff will be needed for administration, marketing and Quality
Assurance roles

-
- £5,000 for digital marketing budget
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Changes for final iteration
- awaiting thematic typeface and styling

Slide 18 bibliography
● Kaye, J. 2019. ‘5 Ways to Market Your Audiobook Without Ads’. Jane Friedman

[online]. Available at: https://www.janefriedman.com/5-ways-to-market-audiobooks/
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].

● Penn, J.F. (2020) Book Marketing: 16 Ways to Market your Audiobook. [online]
Available at: https://www.thecreativepenn.com/2020/04/22/market-your-audiobook/
[accessed 18 Aug 2021].
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Slide 19 - Thank you

Summary of slide
- See slide 3 plan for rationale on section dividers
- Ring falling into the water signifies an end/ death within the narrative

- Thematic link between end of character journey and pitch deck

Summary of spoken aspect
- Express gratitude for investor’s time.

Changes for final iteration
-

Slide 19 bibliography
None


